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Strick names EkoStinger its standard option for
aerodynamic undermount systems
Rochester, NY – Strick Trailers, LLC, America’s premier
trailer manufacturer, has named EkoStinger as its
standard option for aerodynamic undermount systems.
“EkoStinger has proven to be a valuable partner with
a product that many of our customers ask for”, said
Stephen Burns, President, Strick Trailers. “EkoStinger’s
innovative and quality design fits well with Strick’s
vision of providing high-quality, customized products
to our customers”.

Strick trailer installed with EkoStinger’s innovative
sliding Stinger product.

“We are very excited and humbled to be named a standard option at Strick Trailers”, said Steve Smith, Executive
Vice President of Sales of EkoStinger. “The entire Strick team is easy to work with and takes the necessary time
to ensure customer success. EkoStinger is focused on manufacturing a quality, competitively priced aerodynamic
product while delivering the highest level of customer service. Strick shares this same vision and that is why we
are so proud to be associated with the Strick brand”.
About EkoStinger:
EkoStinger is a manufacturer of aerodynamic devices for over the road trailers. EkoStinger’s most popular system
is their patented sliding Stinger and mist reducing mud flaps that produce 6% fuel savings at highway speeds.
This system is GHG 2 BIN III verified. For more information see www.ekostinger.com
About Strick Trailers, LLC:
Strick Trailers, LLC is a leading manufacturer of innovative commercial truck equipment which includes dry
freight semi-trailers and converter dollies. Strick specializes in sheet and post dry vans and focuses on providing
quality, on-time performance, and product specifications with compelling value. For more information see www.
stricktrailers.com
###
For media inquiries about Strick Trailers, LLC:
Contact Leslie Adair, Marketing Strategist, ladair@stricktrailers.com
For more information about EkoStinger or to obtain contact information for interview purposes:
Contact Steve Smith, Executive Vice President of EkoStinger
Phone 219.308.6866 or Email: ssmith@ekostinger.com
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